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Palmer

By

Will Karr



Based on A True Life Story



EXT. DUSTY ROAD- DAY

EXTREME LONG of a car swerving down a dirt road in the

desert (going left). James Brown’s "Papa’s got a brand new

bag" is barely audible. The music becomes instantly louder

as we switch to a TRACKING SHOT from behind the car, which

we now see is a 2006 Toyota Highlander with the license

plate "HAFNHAF." We TRUCK left and right with the car as it

swerves. Cut to a TRACKING SHOT from in front of the car. We

see two men struggling for the wheel, neither armed with

more than their fists. This goes on for quite some time, and

we go to a LONG of the car, speeding towards a massive stone

cliff. A millisecond before the car goes off the cliff and

just as James Brown is about to finish his song, we cut to

black. On the final note of the song, "ARNOLD" appears on

the screen in a Super Fly-esque 70’s font.

The song’s final note fades away, and "30 years earlier"

appears over the black title card.

EXT. ARNOLD’S HOUSE- NIGHT

Hitchcockian establishing shot of the house, swoop in

through the window to...

INT. ARNOLD’S BEDROOM- NIGHT

Arnold is lining up his golf swing. We pan to the right to

reveal he has a huge golf practice net taking up most of his

bedroom. He winds up to swing, and he is halfway through his

downstroke when we hear...

ARNOLD’S MOM

Arnold? Dinner’s on the table!

Arnold aborts his swing at the last second, clearly

frustrated that his mother picked such a bad time to call

him down.

ARNOLD

JUST A SEC, MOM!

Arnold resets his swing, winds up, gets halfway through his

swing again, and we hear...

ARNOLD’S MOM

(frustrated)

NO MORE SECS! NOW!

Arnold stops his swing again, and now he’s getting really

mad.
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ARNOLD

WILL YOU JUST GIVE ME ONE SECOND???

As soon as he says this, he sets up his swing as quickly as

humanly possible and begins to swing. The shot becomes

slo-mo as soon as he starts his downswing. We see Arnold’s

face, determined at first, but as soon as mom’s slo-mo

nagging voice comes in he gets mad. CU on the ball from the

other side of the swing (Arnold will be hitting it right at

the camera) and when he makes contact (still in slomo) we

begin to pull back. The camera pulls back through Arnold’s

bedroom window. The golf ball shatters the window, and the

ball begins to become larger in the screen. When the golf

ball is covering the entire screen, it slows enough for us

to see "AP" written on the side of the ball in sharpie. The

shot resumes normal speed and the ball zooms by.

CUT TO

INT. JACK NIKLAUS’S DINING ROOM-NIGHT

A young boy is sitting down to dinner with his mother and

father. The mother is pouring iced tea from a pitcher for

the family. Medium of Jack, with his glass being filled in

the foreground. He is clearly disgusted. Once mother is done

filling the glasses, she sits and looks at her family.

JACK’S MOTHER

So, Jack, how was your day?

Fine.



JACK



JACK’S MOTHER

Care to... elaborate?

JACK

No thank you.

JACK’S MOTHER

Drink your iced tea, it’s good forJACK

(interrupting)

How many times do I have to tell

you how much I hate iced tea? It’s

too bitter! I don’t care ifArnold’s golf ball comes smashing through the window and

lands right in Jack’s glass of iced tea, to the shrieks of

Jack’s mother and father. As they settle down and go to

inspect the hole in their window, we go POV: JACK and see

(CONTINUED)
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the ball spinning in his glass. it finally stops, and we

once again see the sharpied "AP"

JACK’S MOTHER

(OS)

Oh, HONEY. The squirrels are at it

again.

Cut to

INT. CLASSROOM-DAY

We hear the classic "time for this classroom scene to start"

school bell, and the students take their seats. MR. BLUME

walks to the front of the class and waits for the students

to quiet down and the bell to stop ringing. The bell keeps

ringing, going on 10 seconds by now. MR. BLUME stares

straight ahead; just the usual business. The bell stops, but

MR. BLUME makes no motion to begin class. Everyone is

already silent. The bell rings for 2 more seconds MR. BLUME

begins talking as soon as it stops ringing.

Mr. Blume starts to move his mouth, but only the Charlie

Brown teacher muted trombone comes out. He continues, as if

nothing is wrong, until we hear...

JACK

(whispering)

Arnold!

Arnold’s POV- jolting up from his mid-morning nap, alert and

ready to learn. Pan over to Jack, looking concerned. He

holds out the "AP" golf ball.

JACK

Is this yours?

ARNOLD

Yeah? Wh- how’d you get that?

JACK

It stopped in for dinner last

night.

We can see from Arnold’s expression that he knows exactly

how the ball got from point A to point B.

ARNOLD

That’s.... odd.

A beat.
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JACK

Look, man. I know we don’t get

along very well. But you’re the

only other golfer that goes to this

school, and the driving range is

getting lonely. I won’t even make

you pay for the window. Whaddya

say?

ARNOLD

I’m down to hit a few buckets

during 5th if you want.

JACK

Alright. I’ll see you at the range

then, champ.

Arnold is visibly disgusted by Jack’s upper-class manner

throughout the scene, but he knows that it’s probably better

that his parents didn’t pay for TWO broken windows from one

rogue golf ball.

Title card: 5th PERIOD

INT. GYM

A gym teacher stands with a clipboard, reading roll call.

Dodgeballs are flying behind him.

Niklaus?



GYM TEACHER



A beat. He marks his clipboard.

Palm-



GYM TEACHER



The gym teachers is pummeled in the face with a dodgeball.

He sighs. He’s been doing this too long.

Palmer?



GYM TEACHER



He looks around for Arnold, and when he doesn’t see him, he

marks his clipboard.

The gym teacher gets hit in the face with a dodgeball again,

and this time the moment of impact is captured with a freeze

frame. The screen splits in two, with dodgeball on the left

and a driver impacting a golf ball (also freezeframe) on the

right. The golf ball is now full frame, and the driver makes

contact. Arnold has just shot another outstanding drive.
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Wide shot of both the golfers at the driving range. They hit

a few shots before...

JACK

Thanks for coming out here...

y’know. With me, and everythARNOLD

Don’t mention it.

JACK

Can I purchase you a beverage?

ARNOLD

Absolutely.

Fast cut to the two boys sitting at the bar.

BARTENDER

(confused)

Can I get you fellas uh.... water?

Lemonade.

Iced Tea.



JACK

ARNOLD



JACK

You like Iced Tea? Unbelievable.

Much too bitter for me.

ARNOLD

Well, I’m sorry we all aren’t

blessed with your god-given taste

buds. Besides, Lemonade’s too

sweet.

Jack reaches for Arnold’s beverage, to Arnold’s confusion

and dismay. Jack has an idea. He gulps half his lemonade,

and after a large "AHH," he pours Arnold’s Iced Tea into his

lemonade. Arnold is utterly confused. After swirling the

mixture for a while, Jack is ready to taste it. He treats

the drink like it could potentially poison him. Sniffs it,

dabs and licks his finger. After deciding the drink is safe,

Jack takes a big sip.

JACK

Oh. My. God.

ARNOLD

What’s it taste like? Iced tea and

lemonade mixed together?
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JACK

No... It’s something better than

the sum of its parts! It’s... (he

takes a huge gulp) FREEDOM! You

gotta try this!

Jack slides the drink over to Arnold. Arnold gives it a

dubious look. He rotates the glass around (so he doesn’t get

any mouth germs) and takes a sip.

ARNOLD

Oh my GOD.

MONTAGE SET TO "LET’S GET IT ON"

Arnold is showing all his friends the new drink around the

school, and Jack is watching from the sidelines, clearly

upset that he hasn’t been given more credit. The montage

goes all the way through graduation, Arnold being more and

more famous along the way, and Jack still holding a grudge,

becoming better and better at golf. They their separate ways

to college, where Jack is trying to show his new friends

this new drink, but they already know about Arnold. Jack

retreats to his dorm, dejected.

BLACK

TITLE CARD- 6 YEARS LATER

EXT. 1976 PGA TOUR CLUBHOUSE-DAY

ARNOLD

(seeing Jack at the bar)

Oh heyyyyy, buddy! How have you

been? Never thought I’d see you

again!

A beat. Jack sizes up his nemesis. Jack is preparing a

speech.

JACK

I hope you’re prepared to lose,

because unlike you, who spent his

time taking credit for the work of

others, I’ve been golfing. I’m

gonna murder you out there on the

golf course, Arnold, and I want you

to know why. You stole my drink,

you ruined my life, and I’ve been

(MORE)
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JACK (cont’d)

living in your shadow ever since.

There’s a special circle of hell

reserved for people like you, and

when I’m through with you I’ll see

you there.

ARNOLD

Look, man. I’m really sorry about

the drink thing. ItJACK

The drink thing? THE DRINK THING?

It’s been 8 years since we spoke to

each other and NOW you apologize?

ARNOLD

Well.... Yeah. I’m sorry, man.

Really I am. Hey! I’ll give you

some of the money from the new

bottled Arnold Palmer line.

JACK

Don’t bother. I’ll have enough

money from winning the goddamn PGA

tour.

Splitscreen shots of Arnold and Jack golfing abound. Their

scores appear in the corner of each screen. They are neck

and neck, until Arnold breaks ahead in the 16th hole. Jack

will need a hole in one on the last hole to win. As he lines

up for the shot, we zoom in on his eyes and see a flashback

of all the stuff that’s happened in his past. His anger

fuels him, and he takes the shot. It lands on the green and

slowly, slowly rolls towards the hole. It’s about to drop

when Arnold announces over the intercom:

ARNOLD

(Over intercom)

Attention, ladies and gentlemen! I

am proud to announce the exclusive

release of Bottled Arnold Palmer!!!

The first 100 people to the

clubhouse will receive a free,

limited edition, autographed

24-pack!

The crowd gasps and rushes away from the green, just as

Jack’s victorious shot drops into the cup. A man brings out

the cup, gives it to Jack, takes a picture of Jack, takes

the cup back, and scuttles away.



8.



EXT. PARKING LOT-DUSK

Arnold unlocks his car to drive home. He gets in, heaves a

sigh, and starts the car. "Papa’s Got a Brand New Bag" has

just started. This cheers him up, and he nods his head and

dances a bit. He gets on the highway and drives into the

distance, and then we’re back to the intro. Jack sneaks up

from the backseat of the car and starts attacking Arnold.

The car swerves all over the road, and the fight gets more

intense. They’re just about to go off the cliff, and we see

Arnold and Jack jump out of the car through the driver’s and

passenger’s windows. Very slo-mo, repeated from different

angles. Arnold lands on safe ground, but Jack is hanging on

for dear life. Arnold walks over to Jack, and after staring

for awhile, he helps him up.

ARNOLD

I’ll set you up with your own

drink. Just mix lemonade and honey.

I tried it, it’s delicious. Call it

Golden Bear. (Pause) I’m sorry.

JACK

Thanks. It’s okay.

ARNOLD

Any time, comprende.

JACK

Wanna make a phone call?

ARNOLD

My phone was in the car.

They look over the cliff.

Arnold pulls out an iced tea and a bottle of honey (who

knows from where) and mixes Jack a golden bear. Jack takes a

sip.

Oh my god.



JACK



Arnold puts on his sunglasses.

ARNOLD

Let’s hit the road, Jack.

They walk into the sunset

CUT TO BLACK

Credits roll over "Play that funky music" by Wild Cherry
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